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ACROSS

1. Has some caramel Pirate's Booty...oh wait, you can't do that any more :(  
7. Meal with keto-friendly wrapping
11. Fingers
14. On top
15. Use a sledgehammer, in a way
16. ___ maxima culpa
17. Anyhow
18. AAA ways
19. Measure taken by a cyclist, for short
20. Where Panthers prowl
21. Had hash at home
23. Bier alternative
24. Quite a bit
26. Maker of sweet, sweet balls
27. Diagonal sail support
30. Water Works and Electric Company
32. Jennifer's role in a 2021 film
34. Deg. for some teachers
35. ___-tip steak
36. Round conclusion?
39. 1977 Sex Pistols song named for a record company
40. P resemblers
41. Taken care of
42. Like Chicago or Geneva, but not Georgia
45. Get toward midnight
46. Pindar, notably
47. Flashlight fillers, often
49. Día de San Valentín flower
50. Exercise eminent domain
51. Artifacts in some photos
55. Abbr. following "Jeanne Shaheen"
56. Drag queen ___ Sofia
57. Perennial's botanical counterpart
59. EWR-to-LGA dir.
60. Bath waters?
61. Nopales nap
62. Minders of frosh and sophs
63. Implements for photorealistic artist Patrick Onyekwere
64. "Eragon" sequel

DOWN

1. Recipe component
2. ___ Sad, Serbia
3. Badly help?
4. Ready to make an apology
5. Stats for Ronda Rousey
6. Short-tailed weasel
7. Tracy Chapman and Rod Stewart, once
8. Political cartoon maker, e.g.
9. Answer to the pastor
10. Commons sorts, for short?
11. Not ready to make an apology
12. Express a wish, quaintly
13. Apostle known as "the zealot"
14. When new RPDR All-Stars episodes come out
15. Asset for an 8-Down
16. Full of longing
17. Alice who inspired "Alice's Adventures in Wonderland"
18. Result of a great pitch
19. "First lady of the stage," in a "Phantom of the Opera" tune
20. Treats differently in a furniture shop?
21. Places to graze
22. "Moral of the Story" singer, 2019
23. Abut
24. Like solid arguments
25. Agency founded by FDR
26. Head covering once banned by Atatürk
27. Document that might be broken
28. "Shut yer ___!"
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